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It is a pleasure for me this afternoon to share with

you a further perspective of the licensing reform situation

in the United States. Let us focus for a few minutes on

the Congress and its perceptions of and reactions to the

nuclear energy dilemma.

In a recently published study examining the licensing

of power plants in the U.S. and concentrating on the ration-

ality of the nuclear licensing process, a distinguished

professor concluded, in part:

The present situation in the licensing of
power plants cannot be pleasing to anyone except
those who, on one ground or another, do not want
them to be built. The ultimate consequences of
the present trend are hard to predict but it should
be readily apparent that there are serious risks
to the nation involved....

To take these risks knowingly - as a matter
of conscious choice - is one thing. To take them
unwittingly is quite another. It is our belief
that the present situation has developed as a
result of the failure of most people to understand
or pay attention to the consequences of present
courses of action. It is this aspect of the situa-
tion which is perhaps the most worrisome....

The study report, widely circulated among the Congress,

reinforced in a highly articulate manner suggestions for

licensing expedition and reform that the nuclear industry in

the U.S. has for the past several years continuously urged

upon the Congress and other government decision makers. For

example, the chairman of the Atomic Industrial Forum had recently



noted, in a statement to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

made available to the Congress, that utilities needed to

make new capacity decisions now. He added that weighing

the problems associated with oil, gas and coal, the nuclear

option would be a strong choice for many new plants except

for the unduly long lead times and general uncertainties

regarding the licensing process now prevalent.2

To date, government's response to this well ventilated

problem has been greatly disappointing.

In the present session of Congress a single bill aimed

at improving nuclear licensing, the Administration's pro-

posed Nuclear Siting and Licensing Act of 1978, is being

afforded significant consideration. While that bill is not

without redeeming social value - in fact, it contains a

number of constructive features, and industry reaction to

it has been mixed - when taken as a whole it is probably

accurate to characterize it, as did a major European journal

recently, as "fairly certain of making little difference to

the cumbersome licensing procedure which now takes, on

average, 12 years from start to finish.' Moreover, the

Administration has publicly conceded that even if the bill

were passed substantially unaltered by Congress, its benefits

would take several years to appear.^ of course, skillful

lobbying might result in improving the bill somewhat during

Congressional deliberations, but in any event, it should be
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apparent that the proposal before the Congress is a modest,

rather than a dramatic, one.

In light of this, initial reactions have been interesting

and instructive. One key legislator and subcommittee chair-

man, who had previously introduced legislation this session

calling for a study of a wide range of aspects of nuclear

energy which, if passed, would delay any licensing modifica-

tions for at least a year,5 has stated that it would be

inconsistent to press ahead with legislative licensing reform

until a fifth NRC commissioner is confirmed.** President Carter

has recently submitted such a nomination. In the present

political climate, any nomination is likely to be controver-

sial and chancey. A reasonable man might conclude that the

proponent of such a viewpoint envisions a prescription for

what ails the licensing process which is not likely to in-

clude prompt Congressional relief.

Another key legislator and subcommittee chairman has

issued a press release concerning the bill urging "caution

in its pursuit because of its inherent conflict with full

public participation and the unencumbered authority to

protect the public's health and safety,...When the subject

is nuclear power, limiting the ability to regulate or

narrowing the public's roll [sic] in the process are steps

which should not be lightly taken." Passing over the

substance of the quote, this is readily understood throughout
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the industry as an expression that a bill which now

reflects the Administration's watered down efforts towards

licensing expedition would face an uphill battle during

Congressional deliberations to ward off further deterioration.

In addition, a number of the country's self-styled

environmental protection groups have expressed harsh oppo-

sition to the bill as diminishing public protection, a

position which some in industry believe to include a sub-

stantial element of clever posturing intended to minimize

the improvements in a legislative effort deemed otherwise

harmless.

By the beginning of May, only one partial committee

hearing on the bill had taken place, and further considera-

tion was proceeding not only at a less than urgent pace, but

at a decidedly leisurely one. In the view of knowledgeable

Washington observers, the present schedule makes it highly

unlikely for a bill of this nature to be enacted this year.

As election time approaches in this short legislative session,

and the specter appears of possible irrational compromises

if the highly emotional nuclear licensing issue must too

near to it be resolved, many industry observers are resigned

to this result. The struggle can of course by reconvened

in earnest during the following Congressional session,

though whether with improved results it is hard to say.

Now, to be sure, Congress is not monolithic. It surely
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contains individual legislators who view the nuclear option

as crying out for a prompt legislative boost so that it. can

logically continue its contribution to a sound national

energy policy. While progress in some nuclear areas, waste

management policy being the paradigm example, is sorely

needed, they find no compelling reason to rely on that

evolving situation to avoid an also obviously needed stream-

lining in the licensing area.

As an institution, however, Congress' momentum on what

the nuclear industry perceives as a vital energy issue is

dissipating rather than cresting. Though the issues are

far from easy to resolve, the' response nonetheless seems

clearly inadequate. How enigmatic and violative of common

sense? Perhaps. Perhaps hardly a judgment of nuclear at all,

Perhaps nothing more than another of Congress' desultory reac-

tions to the energy crisis generally, which a concerned legis-

lator, after reassessing the lackadaisical actions and inter-

actions of the Administration and Congress concerning this

issue, has rechristened "the moral equivalent of ring around

the rosy". He stated:

Every American is fortunate indeed that our
deepening energy and economic crisis is not the
equivalent of war, for if it were, our nation
would have by now experienced the most devastating
defeat in its history.

Thus it may come to pass, at least for the near future,

that there will be no further momentous Congressional
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expression on the licensing issue. No outburst of a

responsive chord to industry's plea. Instead, acquiescence

in the status quo while, hopefully, new foundations are

being laid by industry and others to again press the issue

towards satisfactory Congressional action at a politically

more favorable time -- and by other avenues.

II

However long this period of lassitude continues,

industry should and will press the Congress for the impact

it is striving for. Congress should assist in stimulating

the nuclear option in two major ways. First, in words and

actions addressed to the nuclear energy issue as well as

the total energy issue, the Congressional leadership, key

committee and subcommittee chairmen and conscientious

legislators generally, should support and articulate an

accepted role for increased nuclear development as part of

a sound national energy policy. Expedition of the licensing

process should then be acknowledged as a key to nuclear's

continued viability, to be sacrificed or diminished for other

licensing "reforms or improvements" only in unusually com-

pelling circumstances.
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If such a strong, contemporary Congressional commitment

to nuclear were evident, it would dispel the ambiguous

climate in which decision makers in the Executive Branch,

the Judiciary, and the state and local governments now op-

erate, in which doubt is frequently expressed, explicitly

or implicitly, as to whether the existing Atomic Energy Act,

still the law of the land, remains an adequate current ex-

pression of the national will.

Secondly, Congress should display a little more vigor

in creating an effective substantive vehicle for licensing

expedition. While the Administration's proposed bill is

an adequate starting point, numerous changes will be neces-

sary before it can be effective. Without addressing such

details today, I will content myself to making three brief,

general suggestions. It is rare for a proposal to be all

things to all men, and it is clear that this proposal

cannot. Which is to say that if expedition is desired,

certain obviously counter-productive provisions, such as

public funding of challengers, often whose only contribution

is to delay a decision proportionate to the extent of their

resources, must be eliminated. Even if such a still novel

use of the public treasury could make sense in some regulatory

instances with some federal agencies, it makes no sense what-

soever as an adjunct to a bill to shorten nuclear licensing times,
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Secondly, as the proposed bill does not, a revised bill

should encourage, by tone and express direction, stability

in licensing requirements. Under the Congressional climate

and guidance that exists today, industry has witnessed a

debilitating spiral towards ever increasing demands divorced

from defined regulatory goals that renders stability and

predictability evanescent. This still continuing trend

cries out for reversal.

Lastly, the new legislation should strive harder for

procedural simplicity whenever possible. I think not far

off the mark the knowledgeable academician who commented on

the proposed bill:

....The licensing provisions of the 1954 Act
were unduly complex to begin with, and each successive
amendment has added to their length, verbosity, and
complexity, thereby exacerbating the problem of mean-
ingful reform. The Administration's bill would add
several thousand new words to ehe Atomic Energy Act
and would grotesquely complicate an already absurdly
complicated licensing process....

...no amendment to the present Atomic Energy Act
will produce reform if it adds to, rather than subtracts
from, the number of words presently found in the Act....9

If this goal is perhaps more idyllic than realistic, the

principle of avoiding the complex when the simple can be

adequate should be kept in mind. For example, though there

is to be sure some disagreement among industry lawyers, the

contribution to be made to licensing efficiency by legislating
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requirements for so-called hybrid hearings -- an imprecise

mixture of the legislative and adjudicatory, with its inevi-

table initial shake-down period of judicial review and

other uncertainties including its impact when required to be

applied to state environmental reviews -- would appear to

merit very close scrutiny prior to enactment.

Ill

Let me now add two further thoughts related to the

issue of Congressional impact.

First, timing. The irony of effective nuclear licensing

legislation today is that if it were clearly capable of

being obtained, it probably wouldn't be needed. This suggests

how real a stumbling block to licensing efficiency the appear-

ances concerning nuclear support really can be. The President

to date has not personally come forth with a strong endorsement

of the light water program and its role in energy policy, nor

apparently has he persuaded nuclear opponents within his Ad-

ministration to support it. In these circumstances, it is not

surprising that mission oriented organizations under the

Executive's influence, for example, the Council on Environ-

mental Quality, fail to regard matters affecting nuclear

licensing expedition with the appropriate perspective.
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Similarly, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which though

independent looks as a practical matter both to Congress

and the President for the national policy by which to give

its reviews context, cannot help but be confused concerning

whether expedition truly rates a high priority from those

political bodies. Thus it is possible that the desired

Congressional impact which is not available today may mature

soon. Perhaps after more explicit presidential support.

(The President and the Congress haven't agreed on much this

year. If he does come out of the nuclear closet, perhaps this

issue can be a trend breaker.) Perhaps after further visible

progress in waste management policy. Perhaps when the

Commission itself strengthens its resolve. Perhaps when a

better educated or more fearful public becomes more concerned

over energy opportunities squandered.

Secondly, if the Congressional mood does not soon improve

somewhat, maybe it at least will not deteriorate further.

In this partially supportive climate, licensing progress is

possible apart from Congressional action. For example, the

Commission could conceivably rise to the occasion and exert

new and effective leadership. NRC has emerged from a recent

Supreme Court decision -- Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp.

v. Natural Resources Defense Council^® -- with clearly

designated, wide discretion to conduct generic rulemaking

proceedings by procedures that will encourage expedition.
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This new tool, and the context in which it was presented -- the

high court scolding the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals for im-

proper interference with NRC's establishment of nuclear policies

in severe language -- could contribute to an enhanced insti-

tutional confidence that must play a major role if a renewed

determination for expedition can develop and be made effective.

As another example, the Department of Energy has recently

again formulated a proposal, to be promulgated by Executive

Order, for a federal agency to coordinate reviews of energy

facilities by participating federal and state bodies, for

the primary purpose of streamlining the reviewing process.

Such an approach -- involving not only the touchy issues

of federal-state relations, but also the question of appropriate

sanctions for failure to meet projected review target dead-

lines --is controversial, and significant objection to

this particular formulation has already been vocal. None-

theless, continued efforts in this direction are encouraging,

reflecting as they do an apart from new legislation attempt

to circumvent the roadblock of Congressional inaction.

Finally, also from the recent Vermont Yankee Supreme

Court decision, comes a suggestion of the possibility of

greatly liberating procedural flexibility in individual

licensing cases, if NRC and the courts can be convinced

that the nuclear technology has signficantly matured over

the years. Mr. Justice Rehnquist, discussing limited

judicial review, notes that:
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....It might also be true, although we do not
think the issue is presented in this case and
accordingly do not decide it, that a totally
unjustified departure from well settled agency
procedures of long standing might require judicial
correction.H

This would appear to leave room for, perhaps even to invite,

the argument that an NRC justified departure from established

procedures could be approved. This is significant because

NRC's current and time-consuming adjudicatory procedures

in licensing cases are not commanded by statute but rather

have evolved into a right through repetitive NRC practice.

When the industry can make a cogent showing of maturity,

some earlier procedures once deemed necessary to assure

public protections can perhaps be relaxed.

In conclusion, the U.S. Congress today has a growing

interest in numerous nuclear energy issues, but has failed

as an institution to forcefully impact and improve the

licensing process. The situation drifts. While the Congress

is not industry's only avenue of assistance, logic as well

as a sense of conviction encourages us to press ahead. Ivill

the expedition issue move towards a satisfactory resolution

in the months ahead? I don't know. But the goal is worthy,

and we don't lack for challenges.
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